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In this work it is shown that the E&x nonmaxir:lal sequences, 5S555555555553 
755555555555555555 (more briefly 5133’ 7’5”) are not pl- nar graphical, partly proving an 
unresolved conjecture by Schmeichel and Hakimi. 
A nonincreasing sequence of positive integers, sP = (dl& - * r d,) is called 
z,;dphical (planar graphical) if there exists a graph (a planala graph) having s,, as its 
vertex degree sequence:. By Euler’s formula it follows that a necessary condition 
for a graphical sequence s, to be planar graphical is that: 
r: d,c6p-12 (1.1) 
i=l 
Owens in [j] and Schmeichel-Hakimi in [7] determined comoletely which graphi- 
cal sequences s, are planar graphical respectively under the condition?; d1 -. d, = c! 
and d,-d,= 1. If d, - d, = 2 the problem was solved with soi’ne e>,ceptions by 
Schmeichel and Hakimi (see [7, Theorems 3, 41). If one terms s, “‘max Imal” when 
equality holds in (1.1) and “nonmaximal” if strict inequality holds in (1.1), 
Schmeichel and Hakimi proved that: 
Fheorem 1. Every graphical rnxmaxirnal sequence s, = (d,d, - * * d, 1 with 
d, ‘4, = 2 is planer graphical except when: 
4’2’. j’131, bk -147 for k >7, js3’, 7’515 
2nd “possibly” (so stated the authors) for t&e following unresolved cI,~:es: ii?‘. 
7’j”, 73j”. 
The authors conjectured that the lxnre;olved wc(uenc~~~ were n? t planar 
rmphical. 
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The aim of this communication is to show ‘that indeed the nonmaximal 
sequences 5133’ and 7’5l’ are not planar graphical. 
2. l%e sequence P3l 
We need some preliminary results 
Lemma 2.1 (see [3, Emma 11). Let G be a maxima! planar graph having verticas 
U/ Jegree more than 3. Suppose that G contkns a separating triangle induced by a 
vertex set X of cardinality 3. 
Let w (k) denote the number of vertices of degree k occurring in the interior of X. 
Then: 
w,(4)=0 =, 0,(5)27. 
Lemma 2.2. lf there exists a planar graph G: , having §133’ as 
sequence, then: 
(i) G;4 must possess two four-sided faces. 
(ii) The vertex of degree 3 is incident only to three-sided faces 
its vertex degree 
tn (3)1+ 
I,emrnla 2.3. The maximal sequence 645931 is noi pIanar graphical. 
The proof of Lemma 2.2 and Lemma 2.3 is contained in [2]. 
Theorem 2. The nonmaximal graphical sequence 5133’ is not pianar graphical. 
Proof. By Lemma 2.2 it follows that if there exists a planar graph Gt4, only 
vertices of degree 5 are incident to the two fc*ur-sided faces in G;,,. Since a 
maximal planar graph having 6’S93’ as its vertex degree sequence does not exist 
by Lemma 2.3, the configuration drawn in Fig. 1 must be present in G;.+ Add in 
such figure the two edges (g, e) and (g, b). This construction generates a maximal 
planar graph (;‘,‘4 having 716*51°3’ as its vertex degree sequence. In Gy4 at least 
Fig. 1. 5. wrtices. 
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cm ol the separating 3-cycles @duce+ by $+ veftex ,+@ X7 7 I( u, 4.~). a& ., ,, 
Xl’= {d, e. f}, indicated in I& 1, con&s at most 6 vertices of- degrc:; 5 and no 
vertices of degree less thar 5. This mntradicts Lemma 2.1. 
: 
The proof is based upon the following lemmas: 
! 
Lemma 3.1 (see [4, Lemma 2.311). 1’ ‘here exists a planar graph G18 having 7’517 
as its vertex degree sequence, then GIe’ must have two four-sided faces, 
Lemma 3.2 (see [6, Theorem 7.11). The maximal sequences 9162:i15 and 
8’7’6L515 are not planar graphical. 
Lemma 3.3. The maximal sequence 8Vj3514 is not pktnar graphical. 
Lemma 3.4 (see 13, Lemma 21, [l, Theorem 3.11). Any planar realization of the 
maximal sequences 7’645’3 and 7’6*5’” is 5-connected. 
Lemma 3.5. Any planar realization S18 of the maximal sequence 7164513 sti!tisfir?s 
the following cor.ditions: 
(i) S18 ronnot contain the configuration shown in Fig. 2(a). 
(ii) S,* cannot contain two distinct and separated subgraphs of the type drawn in 
Fig. 2(b). - 
fu’ 
(a) (b) 
Fig. 2. l S-vertices, n &vertices. 
A proof ot Lemma 3.3 and Lemma 3.5 can be found in [2]. Frcrn the stated 
lemmas one can easily check that: 
Theorem 3. The nonmaximal graphical sequence 71517 is noi pkmar graphical. 
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